Uneven temperatures and cold drafts can be unpleasant for building occupants. This can negatively affect their overall happiness and well-being, whether they are working, shopping or enjoying a meal out. Design also plays a crucial role in creating a harmonious environment.

Thanks to Samsung’s stylish 360 Cassette the ultimate indoor experience can be created. The world’s first circular air conditioner provides a unique answer to the requirements of human comfort and interior design, keeping occupants comfortable while fitting seamlessly into the design of any space.

Available as

White round panel  Black round panel  White square panel  Black square panel

360 Cassette app
Download the 360 Cassette app to virtually install Samsung’s 360 Cassette air conditioner in the desired surrounding.

www.samsung.com/climate
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The Samsung 360 Cassette provides the ultimate in comfort, due to its circular cutting-edge design that effectively and evenly discharges cool air. The airflow distributon enhanced control creates what is known as a ‘Coanda effect’ – a horizontal and uniform airflow that is able to reach each corner of the room.

The unit evenly cools the entire space, eliminating dead zones and deviations in temperature – which increases occupants’ sense of well-being and improves their overall satisfaction.

Surround cooling

Ideal thermal conditions are crucial to creating an indoor environment that optimises productivity. Due to the 360 Cassette’s bladeless design, blade dust that would normally impact indoor air quality is eliminated, and the velocity of the discharged air remains unaffected without loss of airflow. The airflow is boosted to spread the air at a nearly zero degree discharge angle and is gently dispersed throughout the entire space. The result – an absence of cold drafts and negative thermal conditions – greatly improves the indoor experience of the building’s occupants.

Bladeless design

Stylish and intuitive

With a sleek, circular design that complements a multitude of styles, the 360 Cassette suits any space without detracting from its surroundings, creating a harmonious environment in the spaces in which people live and work.

Different panel designs, complemented by several mounting options to choose from, offer ultimate flexibility. An integrated circular LED display that provides a clearly visible airflow operation can be set with intuitive controls.

Recommended applications

The 360 Cassette is available in a wide variety of style options to allow for high levels of flexibility by meeting the ceiling design and requirements of any interior.

The recommended applications shown are indicative. The selection of the exact product is subject to specific application conditions. Please contact your Samsung installer to request accurate information for your building, as variations may occur due to factors such as local building regulations.

Controls & accessories

Samsung offers an advanced range of intuitive controls that allow users to conveniently manage and monitor single or multiple units from either a central or remote location.

Different panel designs, complemented by several mounting options to choose from, offer ultimate flexibility. An integrated circular LED display that provides a clearly visible airflow operation can be set with intuitive controls.